Quizbowl Quizbox for 20 Quizzers
Tells 1st, 2nd and 3rd place in Individual or Team modes.
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Designed with both educational quiz bowls and the AWANA quizzing program in mind, this box can tell
first, 2nd and 3rd place for up to 20 quizzers. When the team mode is selected, it supports up to five teams
of 4 quizzers, showing the fastest quizzer on the 1st, 2nd and 3rd place teams. A beeper sounds when the
first person responds. The quizbox has provisions for an optional 3rd mode of operation, which can be
user-specified and programmed in at time of manufacturing, at some additional cost.
Quizzer input switches can be handheld pendant switches (like on "Jeopardy"), or handpads that quizzers
hit with their hands. Seatpads can be used as well, but unused pads have to be unplugged since there is no
way to turn them off. The switches plug into RCA-style connectors on the back of the quizbox.
Four kinds of switches are available:
- Homemade pendant switches: made with a good switch and a vinyl tube handgrip. For light duty usage.
- Metal pendant switches: Professional looking pendant switch from Switchcraft.
- Handpads: Switches placed on a table, and contestants press them with a hand or finger to buzz in.
- Seatpad switches for jumpseat quiz programs.
The connections to the quizzers' switches are designed to minimize tangles. Each switch has about 1 foot
of wire, then an RCA plug. Four of these plug into a "Quad Cable" - a 12 foot cable assembly that runs to
the quizbox. At the quizbox, the four cables separate again so they can be easily plugged into the quizbox.
Price List

(subject to change)

7/1/18*

Quizbowl Quizbox (with no quizzer switches)

$250.00

12' cable assembly (One is needed per 4 quizzers)

$ 10.00 ea

Homemade pendant switches

$ 10.00 ea

Metal pendant switches

$ 16.00 ea

Handpad switches

$ 16.00 ea

Seatpad switches

$ 16.00 ea

Optional carrying case

$ 37.00

Example: Quizbox with 12
Homemade pendant switches.
Quizbox............................... $250.00
12 Homemade switches ...... $120.00
3 Cable Assemblies..............$ 30.00
Shipping & Handling .......... $ 20.00
---------TOTAL
$420.00

*Check for updated prices if over one year old.
MN residents add 7.375% sales tax.
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Quiz Equipment LLC
Steve Kirkman
736 Ashley Drive
Chaska, MN 55318
248-398-1161

www.QuizEquipment.com

